Lavide

SOUS-VIDE COOKING
JUST LIKE CELEBRITY CHEFS

Sophisticated technology,
simple operation, with perfect
results in star quality:
the Sous-Vide Stick from
Lavide.

Sous-Vide Stick
Meat cooked exactly to the point, evenly tender
vegetables, ﬁsh with perfect consistency or
homemade yoghurt: simply Sous-Vide cooking with
the Lavide Sous-Vide Stick.

Sous-Vide Stick LX.20
............................
Super precise Sous-Vide Device
Compatible with any round or
angular container or pot

Perfect result thanks to sophisticated technology:

Temperature accuracy: +/- 0.1 °C

food is cooked to the point and its taste

Suitable for 5 to 20 litre capacity

intensiﬁes.

High Power: 1200 W
31 x 5,5 cm (H x W)

The integrated circulating propeller guarantees a

Dry-run protection system

constant temperature in the entire water basin;

LCD Touch Display

with an accuracy of +/- 0.1 °C.

Waterproof version (IPX7)
Circulation pump and propeller
for high temperature stability

The Sous-Vide Stick is suitable for a gentle
defrosting of frozen food but also for the

Timer up to 99h 59min

production of yoghurt and other desserts.

Temperature range electronically
adjustable from 0 to +90 °C
Art. No. LX0020

Sous-Vide Accessories

Sous-Vide Basin
............................

Sous-Vide Rack
............................

Insulation Balls
............................

320 x 260 x 200 mm (L x W x H)

160 x 90 x 185 mm (L x W x H)

Diameter 20 mm

Capacity of 12 litres

Suitable for Sous-Vide basins

200 pieces in net bag

Transparent lid included

Offers space for up to 5 Sous-Vide bags

Free from plasticizer or BPA

Cut-out for Sous-Vide Stick in the lid

Prevents the bags from floating on the surface

Assists heat and evaporation loss

Dishwasher safe & food safe

Stainless steel

With practical storage net

Art. No. LX0027

Art. No. LX0029

Art. No. LX0025

Unsere komplette Produktübersicht ﬁnden Sie unter www.la-va.com/sous-vide-lavide.htm

Lavide - a pleasurable experience of a special kind.

. . . . Meat
.........

. . . . .Fish
........

. .Vegetables
...........

. . . . .Fruit
........

tender as never before and

perfect consistency with

uniformly cooked

intense flavour without

cooked exactly how you like it

maximum taste

but never too soft

additives

You can ﬁnd our complete product range at www.la-va.com/sous-vide-lavide-en.htm
All articles without decoration. Reserve technical changes. All speciﬁcations are subject to change without notice.
Our current valid terms and conditions and exclusive supply can be found at www.la-va.com

